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y]t]/ t]t]/, a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ\, ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/
ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, t]t]/ ap]]iN]p]]d\ |
in]ty]\, iv]B]u\, s]v]*g]t]\, s]us]UXm]\,
it]t]/ avy]y]\, y]t]/ B]Ut]y]oin]m]/, p]irp]xy]int] D]Ir]: ||

1-1-6

y]T]oN]*n]]iB]: s]&j]t]e g]&¿t]e c],
y]T]] p]&iT]vy]]\ aoS]D]y] : s]\B]v]int] |
y]T]] s]t]: p]uruS]]t]/ ä†x]l]om]]in],
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ ||

1-1–7

6.

7.

The Upanishad is now talking about p]r]

y]y]] t]t]/, aX]r\ aiD]g]my]t]e -

iv]§ - The Supreme Knowledge

by which knowledge, That

aX]r\,

That which is ever

existent and never subject to change or decay or disappearance, the knowledge about
That aX]r\ is gained, is reached, is recognized as It is. That aX]r\ is aX]r\ b—ýÀ p]rm]\, (G

aX]r b—ýÀõn]//, The p]rõmàìv]rõ, The a]tm]], The Self I, already in oneself, and,
indeed in every self. The sv]rUp] - the nature of That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ is what is indicated by
8-3). That

the words and illustrations in today's verses. The Upanishad says:
6. y]t]/

t]t]/, a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ\, ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/
ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, t]t]/ ap]]iN]p]]d\ |
in]ty]\, iv]B]u\, s]v]*g]t]\, s]us]UXm]\,
t]t]/ avy]y]\, y]t]/ B]Ut]y]oin]m]/, p]irp]xy]int] D]Ir]: ||

1-1-6

y]t]/ t]t]/ - That which is indicated by the word aX]r\, That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ is a¨exy]\, means
ad&xy]\. It is not seen. It is not available as an object for recognition by any of one's
sense organs. It is not any of the sense objects of sound, touch, form, taste or smell.
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ag—Áõ\ - It is not any tangible object that one can grasp by any of one's organs of action.
Thus, It is not an object either for one's sense organs or any of one's organs of action,
which means, It is neither a #]]n]ein¨õy] iv]S]y] nor äým]e*in¨õy] iv]S]y]. Further

ag]oˆ]\ - It has no ancestry of any kind. It is not born in any particular family. It has no
origin external to Itself. It has no beginning. It is unborn and unconnected.

ac]X]u: Ûoˆ]\, ap]]iN]p]]d\ - It has none of the sense organs such as eyes and ears, and It
has none of the organs of action such as hands, legs, etc. It is s]v]e*in¨y] iv]v]ij]*t]\ (G.13 14), meaning s]v]*äý]rN] riht]\. It is totally free from any instrument of action. It sees
without eyes, and It hears without ears. All actions take place only by Its very presence,
and only in Its very presence.

av]N]*m]/ - It has no color. It has no distinguishable marks, no attributes and no qualities. It
is not objectifiable by words.

in]ty]\ - It is s]ty]\. It is ever existent. It is not something that exists at one time and does
not exist at another time. It is not one of transient existence. It is Eternal and Unbound
by time and space.

s]v]*g]t]\ -

It is all pervasive. It is One undivided and indivisible. It is in everything,

everywhere, at all times. There is no place where It is not.
s]us]UXm]\ means ait]s]UXm]\. It is immeasurably subtle, being far more subtle than time and
space. It is the most subtle and hence It has no form.

avy]y]\ - It is never subject to any change at any time. It is imperishable and immutable
iv]B]u\ - means iv]iv]D]\ B]v]n]x]Il]\. It is capable of being manifold in expressions, and
countless in appearance in forms and names. It is every form and name in this creation,
and at the same time, independent of every form and name in this creation, and

B]Ut]y]oin]m]/

means s]v]*B]Ut]]n]]\ ärN]\. It is the ultimate cause for every being in this
creation. It is that from which every being in this creation has come into existence.

y]t]/ t]t]/, D]Ir]: p]irp]xy]int] - It is That aX]r\, That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/, That p]r b—ýÀõn]/,/ That
p]rõmàìv]rõ, That a]tm]], That Self I, indicated by all the above word pointers, The D]Ir]:,
The D]Ir]: p]uruS]:, the #]]n]Is, p]irp]xy]int] always see very clearly in everything and
everywhere in this creation, including themselves.
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b—ýÀõn]//.

We may note here that among the pointer words above, indicating

aX]r b—ýÀõn]//,

the

words iv]B]u\ and B]Ut]y]oin]m]/ / stand distinctly apart from all the other words.

b—ýÀõn]/ as in]g]u*N] b—ýÀõn]/, b—ýÀõn]/ with no objectifiable form,
the words iv]B]u\ and B]Ut]y]oin]m]/ indicate b—ýÀõn]/ as s]g]uN]

While all the other words indicate
name, qualities or attributes,

b—ýÀõn]/, b—ýÀõn]/

with all objectifiable forms, names, qualities and attributes. Hence there is

an apparent contradiction between the words
the words,

a¨exy]\, ag—Áõ,\ ag]oˆ]\, av]N]*m]/,/

iv]B]u\

and

B]Ut]y]oin]m]/

on the one hand and

etc. on the other hand. Only when this

apparent contradiction is resolved, one can say that by recognizing the

sv]rUp],

one naturally recognizes also the

sv]rUp]

sv]rUp]

of

b—ýÀõn]/

of every objectifiable entity in this

creation as that of b—ýÀõn]/, Itself.
We must clearly understand how the Upanishad resolves this apparent contradiction. Let
us first consider the word B]Ut]y]oin]m]/, which means That which is the ultimate cause for

this entire creation. Thus, the Upanishad says that b—ýÀõn]/ is the ultimate cause for this
entire creation. We still need to understand how this entire creation with all its countless

qualities and attributes emerges from in]g]u*N] b—ýÀõn]/, b—ýÀõn]/ with no qualities or attributes.
We will see that a little later. For the time being, let us accept the Upanishad statement
and conclude that b—ýÀõn]/ is the in]im]–] ärõN]\ - the efficient cause, meaning the
Instrumental cause for this entire creation. If we so conclude, then a question naturally
arises, namely, what was there before creation? The Chandogya Upanishad answers
that question by saying (6-2-1):

s]t]/ Av], wd\ ag—ý a]s]It]/ |
Aäýâ Av] ai©õt]Iy]\ ||
b—ýÀõn]/ alone existed, as One without a second. That
means, before creation, other than b—ýÀõn]/ there was nothing else. If that is so, where
from did b—ýÀõn]/ get the material for making this creation? The answer to that question
In the beginning, before creation,

comes from the Taittiriya Upanishad, which we have seen already.

t]sm]]t]/ v]] At]sm]]t]/ a]tm]n]: a]äx]:
s]\B]Ut]:, a]äx]]t]/ v]]y]u:, v]]y]orig¦]:,
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ag¦]er]p]:, ad/B]y]: p]&iT]v]I etc.
From That

b—ýÀõn]/

alone, this entire creation was born. That means, the material for

making this creation also came from

b—ýÀõn]/

b—ýÀõn]/.

Itself is both the Efficient cause - the

Consequently, we have to conclude that

in]im]–] ärõN]\ i, as well as the Material

cause – the [p]]d]n] ärõN]\, for this creation. It seems rather difficult to accept this
conclusion, because, in this world of objects, we find that the efficient cause and the
material cause for any creation are usually not the same. For example, with respect to
the creation of clay pot, the pot maker is the efficient cause and clay is the material
cause, but the pot maker and the clay are not the same. That being so, how can one
conclude that

b—ýÀõn]/

material cause (the

is both the efficient cause (the

in]im]–] ärõN]\ i)

as well as the

[p]]d]n] ärõN]\) for this entire manifold creation.

Is that a matter of belief? No. It is a matter of fact, says the Upanishad. That
is both the

in]im]–] ärõN]\

as well as the

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/

[p]]d]n] ärõN]\ - the efficient cause as well as

the material cause for this entire creation is an extraordinary fact of nature, the true
nature of all existence. To bring clarity and certainty of this knowledge to one's mind and
b]uiõ£ is the primary focus of this entire Upanishad, starting with the next verse.

y]T]oN]*n]]iB]: s]&j]t]e g]&¿t]e c] |
y]T]] p]&iT]vy]]\ aoS]D]y] : s]\B]v]int] ||
y]T]] s]t]: p]uruS]]t]/ ä†x]l]om]]in],
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ ||
7.

1-1–7

This verse shows that aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ / being both the efficient cause as well as the material
cause for this entire creation is not in real contradiction to what we actually see in
nature, even in this world of objects. While no object in this creation can be totally
comparable to b—ýÀõn]/ in every respect it is easy enough to find examples in nature which
illustrate that the same one object can be both the efficient cause, as well as the material
cause for another object. Three such illustrations are given in this verse.

y]T]] {N]*n]]iB]: s]&j]t]e g]&¿t]e c] |
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ ||
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y]T]] - Just as
{N]*n]]iB]: - the spider
s]&j]t]e - creates, spreads out its web of threads from itself, by itself
g]&¿t]e c] - and also withdraws its web of threads unto itself at any time
t]T]] - in a similar manner
aX]r]t]/ - from That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ Itself
s]\B]v]it] - emerges, in some distinct order
wh - in this creation
iv]ìv]m]/ / - this entire universe
Just as the spider creates its web of threads from itself, by itself, and also withdraws its

web of threads unto itself, at will, in a similar manner, from That aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ Itself,
emerges, in some distinct order, this entire universe of forms, names, attributes and
qualities, constituting this entire creation.
But this illustration is not entirely satisfactory in our present context for two reasons:
While it is true that the spider is both the efficient cause as well as the material cause for
its web creation, it is also true that the spider is not its web, and it can detach itself from
its web at any time. Further, in the creation of its web, some effort is involved on the part
of the spider. On the other hand, b—ýÀõn]/ being this creation itself, b—ýÀõn]/ ever remains
inseparable from this creation, and the emergence of this creation from

b—ýÀõn]/ is natural,

involving no effort on the part of b—ýÀõn]/ Itself.
In order to meet the above source of dissatisfaction with the first illustration, the
Upanishad provides this second illustration

y]T]] p]&iT]vy]]\ aoS]D]y]: s]\B]v]int] ||
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ ||
y]T]] - Just as
p]&iT]vy]]\ - from the earth
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aoS]D]y]: s]\B]v]int] - plants and trees of all kinds spring up and grow naturally in some

order

t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ -

in a similar manner, from That

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/

Itself

emerges, in some distinct order, in this creation, this entire universe of forms, names,
attributes and qualities.
Just as plants of all kinds emerge naturally from the earth, in a similar manner, this
creation emerges naturally from That aX]r b—ýÀõn]//, without any effort on the part of b—ýÀõn]/.

s]\B]v]int]

means

s]my]ä/ B]v]int] -

(They) become manifest in a definite natural order.

Any kind of seed emerges from the earth only as a specific kind of plant, and that is the
natural order. Similarly, with reference to the creation, s]\B]v]int] means s]my]ä/ B]v]int] there is a natural order with respect to all that happens in this creation, which is why all
science is possible, and all cause-effect relationships become predictable.
Now, when a particular seed manifests itself as a particular plant, there is a peculiarity.
That is why it is called creation. If the peculiarity is not there, there is no creation. How
this peculiarity happens, we will see later.
Further, the seeds fall on earth, and they come back manifesting themselves as plants.
Therefore for the entire plant kingdom, the earth is the efficient cause.
Now consider any particular seed. The earth and the seed together manifest as the
plant, and, so long as the plant exists as a plant, it remains inseparable from the earth
naturally, involving no effort on the part of the earth.
Now, where from did the seed come in the first place? It also came some time ago from
a plant born on earth only. Consequently, both the seed and the plant are born of
earth only, which makes the earth the material cause for both the seed and the
plant. (Recall, p]&iT]vy]]\

aoS]D]y]: from Taittiriya Upanishad).

Thus it is clear that earth is both the efficient cause as well as the material cause
for the entire plant kingdom, and the earth remains inseparable from the plant
kingdom naturally, involving no effort on part of the earth, just as it is for
and the entire creation.
Thus the source of dissatisfaction from the first illustration is resolved.
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ic]t]/ sv]rUp] - allconscious and ever sentient, whereas the creation that emerges from b—ýÀõn]/ includes
Still, one more question may arise.

b—ýÀõn]/

by Its very nature is

many insentient objects also. One may question how insentient objects can arise from
the ever-sentient b—ýÀõn]/. The answer to this question is that the natural emergence of

b—ýÀõn]/ is in the very order of this
creation itself, as the Taittiriya Upanishad says: iv]#]]n]\ c] aiv]#]]n]\ c], meaning c]et]n]\
c] ac]et]n]\ c] together is in the very order of creation, as it is evident from the following
both the sentient and insentient objects from

illustration.

y]T]] s]t]: p]uruS]]t]/ ä†x]l]om]]in],
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ ||
y]T]] - Just as
s]t]: p]uruS]]t]/ - from a conscious person
ä†x]l]om]]in] s]\B]v]it] - (insentient) hairs and nails emerge in some natural order
t]T]] aX]r]t]/ s]\B]v]it] wh iv]ìv]m]/ - similarly, from aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ /Itself, emerges, in some
natural order, in this creation, this entire universe of both sentient and insentient objects
of varied forms, names, attributes and qualities.
Thus all possible objections to the knowledge about the entire creation emerging from

aX]r b—ýÀõn]/ /are eliminated. Thus, in the vision of the Upanishad, b—ýÀõn]/ is both the creator
as well as the creation in ONE. b—ýÀõn]/ The p]rõmàìv]rõ, The a]tm]], The Self I, is both the
efficient cause as well as the material cause for this entire creation.
If I am the creator as well as the creation, is there really a creation independent of
Myself? No. Whatever I perceive as creation is really Myself only. That is why the
Upanishad m]h]v]]ky] says:

b—ýÀEv]]h\ aism] - I am indeed b—ýÀõn]/. That also means, if I know Myself, I become the
knower of every object in this creation. We will talk about this a little more next time.
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